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Overview
• Will be using Amazon Web Service (AWS) resources for workshop.
• Specifically will be using AWS Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2).
• EC2 is a pool of many different types and configurations of machines that
you can start and stop as you want (hence elastic)
• You get charged different rates depending on details of your usage (more
info later)
• For this workshop organizers have taken care of setting up machines for
you.
• But this talk will describe how this process was done, because you may want
to do this yourself sometime.

We thank Amazon for generously providing us educational credit
so that our use of AWS is free.
T. Lindner
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AWS EC2 basics
• Terminology:
• Amazon Machine Image (AMI): a full copy of a functioning machine
= the operating system and any added software/data
• Instance = a particular machine that you have created.
• AMI (images) are used to create instances.

• You can start and stop your instances whenever you want.
• The IP of the instance changes when it is stopped and restarted (at
least the way I did it).

• Web interface to control your EC2 instances.
• But also a command-line interface which is presumably helpful if you
have a larger number of instances.
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List of EC2 instances
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Amazon Machine Image
• When you create an instance, you need to specify Amazon
Machine Image (AMI).
• Amazon provides a large list of different type of operating system
for you to use:
•
•
•
•
•

Amazon Linux
Red Hat Enterprise Linux
OpenSuse Linux
Ubuntu Linux
Windows

• But you can also create AMI yourself, using any of the instance
that you have been using.
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Types of Instance
• In addition to different machine images, EC2 offers many different
types of hardware.
• For instance, with free tier EC2 account, can use the t2.micro type
for as long as you want.
t2.micro: single 3GHz CPU, 1Gb memory
• For the workshop we will be using p2.xlarge type with GPU
• We can also spin up a p3.2xlarge GPU, which has a better GPU.
• Could do comparisons of how much performance difference there is
with a better GPU.

• There are also many different types of hardware without GPU:
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
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Starting a new instance
Steps:
1. Choose your AMI.
2. Choose your instance
type.
3. Configure hardware,
firewall rules, extra
storage, etc.
4. Start!
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Billing
• Only charged for your instance hardware type when your instance
is running
• Since they can reuse the hardware.

• But always charged for extra storage you add.
• Can also get charged for a large variety of extra feature
• Monitoring, better OS, better support, better network, etc
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Access to Workshop Instances
• For the workshop we have started 20 instances from an image that we
have been developing for a couple weeks.
• The instances all have the same set of software installed, as well as the
copies of the Hyper-K/E61 data-sets that Nick has produced.
• On this page
https://mlw.hyperk.ca/resources/working-groups
we list the particular IP that has been assigned to you.
• You can login to your instance by doing
ssh ec2-user@<my IP>
• Hopefully you already did this as part of your workshop preparation.

• Feel free to add your ssh-key to your machine to allow password-less
login.
• These instances will be turned off 24 hours after the workshop
ends. Please copy anything you want to keep off the machines at
the end of the workshop!
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Conclusion
• Amazon EC2 is nice resource if you need occasional, but
substantial resources.
• Let me know if you have trouble using the resources.
• Perhaps you might find it useful to use EC2 resources in the
future?
• AWS provides very good instructions on getting started:
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/getting-started/
• There are certain minimal resources which you can use for free. I
recommend this as a way for getting familiar with the system.

Warning: there are many many many features of AWS EC2 that were not
at all mentioned today! This is not a full introduction to the EC2!
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